
Sunday 6th March 2016 

Waltham Sunday League Division One 'Third Match' at the Country Club, Cheshunt (Pitch 2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.45.a.m. (Referee taking his time) 
 

Result: OLD POND ATHLETIC ............2 EDMONTON ROVERS.................. 1 Half-Time: 1-0 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-4-2) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Grant BAKER   

14 RB Lexton HARRISON OFF 62  

17 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Alan BARNARD   

3 LB Gavin MARDELL   

18 RM/RB62 Martin CRUICKSHANK   

11 CM/RM62 Daniel DALEY OFF 69  

6 CM Terry MOORE (Captain)   

10 LM Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   

15 CF Jack BANGS    

7 CF Tem ADIL   

SUBSTITUTES 

19 CM/RM82 Haluk OZKAN ON 62 80 Mins. 

8 RM/CM82 Anees IKRAMULLAH ON 69  

1 Not Used Stephen ROUSSETY   

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Terry Moore CLUB LINESMAN: Stephen Roussety 

ATTENDANCE: 8 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 9 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): TBA 

REFEREE: Ray Brown REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Charlie Jones, Nick Sarl & Ardel Amani (Old Pond Athletic...All for Dissent...81 Mins.) 

SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Sunny & Cold. STATE OF PITCH: Soft & muddy, but flat with grass cut 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (5 Players)  Tyronne Petrie (Working), Eric Ibekwem (Away & Injured), Sam Benjamin (Working) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Bruce Scott (Family Commitments), Daniel Cascoe ('Social Commitments') 
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-2-3-1):  1. Ryan Turner (GK); 17. Nick Sarl (RB...Capt.), 5. Ardel Amani (CH), -. Andy Brennan ? 

(CH), 18. Jack Baird (LB); 9. Rob Christou (CM Holding); 3. Charlie Jones (CM Holding); 15. Jolon Hunt (RM),  

27. Greig Dearie (CM), -. Jamie Downs ? (LM); -. Joe Fenn (CF) 

Sub.:  -. Eugene McIntyre (On for Downs at HT) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Fenn (27, 67 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

Having lost 8-2 the week before thanks to some dreadful goalkeeping and defensive blunders, we were mightily relieved to have first-choice 

keeper Grant Baker available to play a rare game with Stephen Roussety also returning as a backup on the bench, while we were also boosted 

by two new additions to the squad in Hal Ozkan and Anees Ikramullah. Unfortunately though, both of our current regular central midfielders 

Daniel Cascoe and Tyronne Petrie were missing, so forward Daniel Daley had to play in there alongside Player-Manager Terry Moore. We 

matched second-placed Old Pond for possession and chances created in a closely-fought First Half though, but they took a 1-0 lead into the 

half-time break from the only on-target shot by either side in the first 45 minutes when Joe Fenn turned on the edge of the 6-yard box to 

shoot low through a hole in the net after a fierce shot had rebounded off the crossbar. We were then unlucky not to equalise just three 

minutes after the break when Leon McKenzie-McKay had a mis-hit shot cleared off the line, while even defender Alan Barnard suffered 

likewise in the 64th minute with a left-footed shot after a scramble in the area. At that stage it was still a very even game with Old Pond 

also having the occasional chance themselves, but when Fenn scored his second of the match to put them 2-0 up with a clever lob after 

running onto a long ball in the 67th minute, our usual problems of arguing amongst ourselves, a bad lack of fitness defensively, badly overhit 

passes  and a lack of teamwork in comparison to our opponents all started to re-appear even though substitutes Hal Ozkan and Anees 

Ikramullah both came on and showed some nice touches with Hal actually pulling a goal back for us in the 80th minute after a barnstorming 

run straight through the middle of the pitch, although he was clearly helped by Leon McKenzie-McKay barging a defender to the floor off the 

ball, resulting in three Old Pond players being booked for dissent after Referee Brown failed to spot it. Old Pond were never in any real 

danger of us finding a second goal though as they were too well-organised at the back for us in general, and like our 3-0 defeat to them the 

last time we met, we created very few clear-cut chances. At least we didn't let in any silly goals from goalkeeping errors this time though 

with Grant Baker looking very safe between the sticks as usual. With only one win in our last 13 matches though, we badly need to play a 

team who are worse than us in order to get some confidence, but in Division One this season, any team that starts losing just drops out, 

leaving us to finish bottom ! 

                                                                                                                                                              LAURENCE HUGHES 


